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EU H2020 EMOTIVE project 

Emotionally resonating digital storytelling in CH; Budget €2.6 million; 
Research & Innovation Action;  UofG InfoStudies & Hunterian role: Antonine 
Wall display as one of two case studies to test project's approach &tools 

and oversee evaluation

The Hunterian Museum Antonine Wall display (UNESCO World Heritage Site)



Common Cultural Heritage (CH)               
(and other visitor attraction) 

challenge:

Despite their importance, 
many CH sites (and collections) 

can be unintelligible for most visitors today

The Hunterian Museum AW display: one of the two EMOTIVE heritage sites



THE ANTONINE WALL
Map of Roman Frontiers 

Emperor Antoninus Pius (ruled from 
AD 138 – 161) ordered building of 
Antonine Wall in years following AD 
140. Hadrian’s Wall was abandoned 
and frontier was extended to allow 
Antoninus to both pay reverence to 
and supersede achievements of 
Emperor Hadrian.

Antonine Wall was last linear frontier         
built by Romans. 

Only occupied for about a generation 
before being abandoned following 
Antoninus’s death  in AD161 when the 
Roman army  retreated to Hadrian’s Wall.

(source David J. Breeze, The Roman Frontier PDF https://www.academia.edu/9431935/The_Antonine_Wall Culture 2000)



MAP OF THE ANTONINE WALL

Old Kilpatrick
Bearsden Bath House

Auchendavy Fort 
close to Shirva Farm

Carriden

It ran for 40 Roman miles (60km) from Old Kilpatrick on the River 
Clyde to Carriden (or modern Bo’ness) on the Firth of Forth



Example: The Antonine Wall Today

UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Antonine Wall today
at Rough Castle, near Bonnybridge, Falkirk 

Picture courtesy of Jess Lydon, MLitt (Hunterian MUSE 2013 – 2014)



Museum displays can be unintelligible too…                                                                      
or fail to engage visitors more deeply

The Hunterian Museum Antonine Wall display: 
one of the two EMOTIVE heritage sites



Traditional model of museum interpretation where 

meaning is communicated in didactic fashion, 

stressing cognitive gain and museum staff as keepers 

of knowledge > problematic as disconnected from 

emotions which inspire and motivate the larger world. 

Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, Explorathon, Primary 7 class from Castlemilk, September 2017



UofG H2020 EMOTIVE 

research & innovation project
(building on other research projects, like the RSE-funded           

Scottish Network on Evaluating Digital Cultural Resources)

addressed these challenges by:

a) developing methodologies for designing and

b) evaluating emotionally-engaging digital stories,

and c) testing these with prototype applications 

in situ in real CH settings with a range of visitors

The Hunterian Museum AW display: one of the two EMOTIVE heritage sites
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Research Centres

Universities

SMEs & Tech 
companies

Consortium Partners & KE/Impacts

UofG research helped:
• DXT (France)  improve their authoring tool (Visual 

Scenario Editor) to allow content specialists to 
design stories without programming skills & Exus
(Athens & London) their synchronisation back end 
> Expand storytelling to CH & CI markets

• Noho (Dublin): expand to international market / 
authoring collaboration with CH users



IMPACTS

1. Improving experience of visitors to museums/cultural heritage sites

2. Impact on practice of museums & cultural heritage organisations (eg HES)

3. Facilitating product improvement for commercial software companies



IMPACTS further afield - I
(interpretation at Catalan cultural heritage sites)

Interpretation of Iberian settlement of Ullastret VR & audioguides for Greek city of 

Empúries.



IMPACTS further afield - II

(endangered heritage at Iraqi Kurdistan)

Dr Rozhen Mohammed, from Sulaimani Polytechnic University, Nahrein

Network & British Institute for Study of Iraq visiting scholar at the 

University of Glasgow hosted by Dr Maria Economou  (here at the 

Hunterian Museum Antonine Wall display, November 2018)

Iddi-Sin’s Stela displayed at the Slemani Archaeological Museum 

where Rozhen is applying EMOTIVE storytelling tools



Design rationale – motivation for             
Hunterian onsite experiences

• Connect with Antonine Wall site through 
stories of a Roman centurion, Caledonian 
slave girl, etc

• Engage with objects in the gallery

• Address universal themes (love, loss, family, work, etc)

• Emotional engagement, sympathy & even empathy

• Challenge stereotypes, encourage 
critical reflection about heritage (borders, 
relationship of Romans with locals, military life, etc)

• Maintain engagement & immersion in the story, but

• also distinguish between fact & fiction
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“Ebutius’s Dilemma” – beta release
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“Ebutius’s Dilemma” – Connecting Objects

3D models of the physical objects in the 

Museum can be manipulated by the user



Change the top image 
to "Distance slab" and 

add the correct text 
banner

Connecting Objects with the story
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Calle and Ebutius meet

Go with the Roman 
army

Ebutius’s Dilemma

At the end, users are asked to help Ebutius 

make a life-changing decision
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The Facts Behind the Story
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The Virtual Ebutius (online)

• A virtual version of ‘Ebutius’s Dilemma’ was also 

designed for remote online visitors

• A 360 panorama of the Antonine Wall display space
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The Virtual Ebutius (online) II

• A floorplan of the display helps users navigate in 

the virtual space encouraging them to explore the 

objects
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Views on Verecunda’s life:

A window to the Scottish Roman Past
Exploring issues of identity and what makes us who we are



Design rationale for Vercunda experience

• Connect with Antonine Wall site through 
stories of a Roman centurion, Caledonian 
slave girl, etc

• Engage with objects in the gallery

• Address universal themes (love, loss, family, work, etc)

• Emotional engagement, sympathy & even empathy

• Challenge stereotypes, encourage 
critical reflection about heritage (borders, 
relationship of Romans with locals, military life, etc)

• Maintain engagement & immersion in the story, but

• also distinguish between fact & fiction
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Views on Verecunda’s life

• Interactive, digital storytelling experience about a young 

Caledonian slave called Verecunda

• Designed for 4 people visiting ‘The Antonine Wall: 

Rome’s Final Frontier’ display at the Hunterian Museum

• To be used with a facilitator onsite

• Encourages visitors to reflect on the past, particularly 

Roman Scotland, and to challenge stereotypes about life 

and identity in the Frontiers of the Roman Empire
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Views on Verecunda’s life - VR video
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Views on Verecunda’s life - VR video
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Views on Verecunda’s life - VR video
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Views on Verecunda’s life - VR video
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Views on Verecunda’s life - VR video
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Views on Verecunda’s life - VR video
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Views on Verecunda’s life –

facilitated group discussion
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Views on Verecunda’s life –

character-driven exploration of display
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Views on Verecunda’s life –

character-driven exploration of display



Key points

• Immersives: enormous potential

• For different and deeper forms of visitor 

engagement onsite, online, and hybrid

• But need for careful user-centred planning

• Iterative design and evaluation

• Importance of content and storytelling

• Need to move away from didactic, 

traditional communication



Demo event (both Ebutius’s Dilemma 
& Verecunda experiences, personas, 

tools, methodologies)

30 Oct 2019 pm at Hunterian Museum

Registration at:

https://www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/visit/events/

Thank you from the University of Glasgow EMOTIVE 
team!

maria.economou@glasgow.ac.uk

@MariaEcoGl @hunterian @UofGInfoStudies @emotive_eu

http://emotiveproject.eu

https://www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/visit/events/

